Modern SAT solvers have experienced a remarkable progress on solving industrial instances. Most of the techniques have been developed after an intensive experimental process. It is believed that these techniques exploit the underlying structure of industrial instances. However, there are few works trying to exactly characterize the main features of this structure.
Introduction
The Boolean Satisfiability problem (SAT) is central in Computer Science. Even though the general SAT problem is NP-Complete, many very large industrial instances can be efficiently solved by modern SAT solvers. Hence, SAT is extensively used to encode and solve many other problems, such as hardware and software verification, planning, cryptography, scheduling, among others.
This research has been partially founded by the CICYT research project TASSAT2 (TIN2013-48031-C4-1 and TIN2013-48031-C4-4-P), the MINECO/FEDER project RASO (TIN2015-71799-C2-1-P) and the CSIC project 201450E045.
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Although nowadays large real-world instances can be efficiently solved, most relatively smaller random formulas cannot. It is well-known in the SAT community that classical random k-CNF formulas and industrial instances have a distinct nature. The intuition is that the difference in performance of SAT solvers between random and industrial instances comes from the existence of some kind of structure in industrial instances that can be exploited [44, 21, 22, 18, 23, 6] . This makes SAT solvers specialize in one or the other kind of formulas, and in the SAT competitions these formulas are separated in different tracks. In the case of (almost) all application benchmarks, Conflict-Driven Clause Learning (CDCL) SAT solvers show the best performance, even when these instances come from very different domains, as hardware verification, planning or cryptography. The main component of these solvers is the learning of new clauses during the search [24] . The motivation of this work is to study the body of industrial instances to detect general properties that are shared by the majority of instances. This knowledge can help understand the success of CDCL SAT solvers on these benchmarks, and possibly improve them.
The inspiration of our analysis comes from the work of complex networks where the general structure of real-world graphs is studied. To this effect, we use two ways to represent the SAT instances as graphs. One model represents them as bipartite graphs, where variables and clauses are nodes, and edges represent the presence of a variable in a clause. In the second model, variables are nodes, and edges between nodes (variables) indicate that there exists a clause in which the two variables appear.
The classical Erdös-Rényi random graph model [16] was one of the best studied during the last century, and set the basis of graph theory. In this model, the degree of nodes follows a binomial distribution. Random k-CNF formulas, represented as graphs, follow this model. For instance, for k = 3, in the phase transition point, most of the variables have a number of occurrences very close to 12.75, 1 with a small variability in big graphs. In the context of real-world networks, other models have been defined.
A first model is the small-world topology, proposed by Watts and Strogatz [43] , as a new model to describe the structure of some social networks. These networks are characterized by short path lengths and high clustering factors.
Another is the scale-free model, introduced by Albert et al. [1] to describe the structure of the World Wide Web. They show that the WWW, viewed as a graph, has a structure that cannot be described by the classical random graph model. This means that this graph is very different from what one would expect if edges existed independently and at random. The name of this model comes from the fact that, in this new model, the degree of nodes follows a power-law distribution P (k) ∼ k −α , and this distribution is scale-free. The topology of graphs has a major impact on the cost of solving search problems on these graphs. Gent et al. [18] analyze the impact of a small-world topology on the cost of coloring graphs, and Walsh [42] does the same in the case of scale-free graphs. Walsh [41] analyzes the small world topology of many graphs associated with search problems in AI. He also shows that the cost of solving these search problems can have a heavy-tailed distribution. Therefore, we can expect that SAT solving, viewed as a search process on a graph (the formula), will be affected by the topology of this graph.
In this paper, we focus on the analysis of the community structure. This is a very characteristic feature in real-world networks [17] , that has received the attention of many researchers in the last years. In order to analyze the community structure of SAT instances, we use the notion of modularity introduced by Newman [31] . Having high modularity (in a graph) means that nodes can be grouped into sets or communities, such that, there are many edges between nodes of the same community, but there are few edges connecting nodes from different communities. The notion of community is more general than the notion of connected component. In particular, it allows the existence of (a few) connections between communities. Biere and Sinz [8] show that many SAT instances can be decomposed into connected components, and how to handle them within a SAT solver. They discuss how this connected components structure can be used to improve the performance of SAT solvers. Since our notion of community is more general, it might be more practical to analyze and improve the performance of SAT solvers.
The first contribution of this work is an exhaustive analysis of the community structure of SAT instances. We show that industrial SAT instances are characterized by a very clear community structure, i.e., high modularity. On the contrary, random formulas do not have community structure, thus the modularity is very low (as expected). Interestingly, this feature of SAT instances can be computed with efficient algorithms. As we will see in the next section, this decisive result has been already used as the core of other applications, as some modularity-based SAT and MaxSAT solvers [29, 40, 30, 5] or some modularity-based pseudo-industrial random generators [19, 20] . Therefore, this feature seems to be essential to better understand the underlying structure of real-world problems.
The second contribution is the analysis of the evolution of the community structure during SAT solver search. In particular, we focus on the effects of learning new clauses on this structure. We show that learnt clauses usually contain variables of distinct communities. Therefore, the SAT solver tends to destroy the original partition of the formula. We remark that this result is very interesting since it allows us to better understand the behavior of the solver using a simple, compact feature: the community structure. We consider that a better understanding of the success of CDCL techniques is a required step to improve them. In fact, this idea of destroying the original partition of the formula is used to improve the performance of several CDCL SAT solvers [5] .
This work is an extended and revised version of [3] . The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Related work and some preliminary concepts are introduced in Sections 2 and 3, respectively. In Section 4, we introduce the analysis of the community structure in graphs, and our analysis of the community structure in SAT instances is presented in Section 5. In Section 6, we show how this structure is affected by CDCL techniques. Finally, conclusions are in Section 7.
Related Work
The previous version of this paper [3] has been a seminal contribution to many other works. The community structure is correlated to the runtime of CDCL SAT solvers [33, 34] . Also, it has been used to improve the performance of several solvers. Martins et al. [29] partition MaxSAT instances using the community structure in order to identify smaller unsatisfiable subformulas. This method is refined by Neves et al. [30] . Sonobe et al. [40] use the partition obtained with the community structure to improve the performance of a parallel SAT solver. The community structure is used to detect relevant learnt clauses, and the performances of several CDCL SAT solvers are improved augmenting the original instance with this set of useful clauses [5] .
An important issue to develop new SAT solving techniques specialized in industrial problems is the limited number of these benchmarks and the high cost of solving them. For these reasons, the generation of random instances with properties more similar to industrial formulas is a very interesting challenge. This problem was already stated by Selman et al. [37] as one of the ten most interesting challenges in propositional search. The same problem is highlighted by Kautz and Selman [26] , Dechter [13] . Some approaches on pseudo-insdustrial random generation focus on general properties shared by the majority of real-world problems. This is the case of the (clear) community structure. There exist some generators that indirectly use the notion of modularity [39, 11, 33, 28] . Recently, the Community Attachment model [19, 20] has been proposed to generate random pseudo-industrial instances with high modularity.
The underlying structure of SAT instances and its relations to the performance of SAT solvers have been also addressed in other related works. Most industrial SAT instances have a scale-free structure [2] . In particular, it is shown that the number of variable occurrences k follows a powerlaw distribution P (k) ∼ k −α . Katsirelos and Simon [25] study the centrality of variables picked by a CDCL solver. Simon [38] uses observations from the SAT solver performance on industrial problems to better understand its behavior. Also, most industrial SAT instances have fractal dimension [4] . This means that the shape of the graph is preserved after rescaling, i.e., replacing groups of nodes by a single node.
Preliminaries
Given a set of Boolean variables X = {x 1 , . . . , x n }, a literal is an expression of the form x i or ¬x i . A clause c of size s is a disjunction of s literals, l 1 ∨ . . . ∨ l s . We note s = |c|, and say that x ∈ c, if c contains the literal x or ¬x. A CNF formula or SAT instance of length t is a conjunction of t clauses, c 1 ∧ . . . ∧ c t . A k-CNF formula is a conjunction of k-sized clauses.
An (undirected) weighted graph is a pair (V, w) where V is a set of vertexes and w : V ×V → R + satisfies w(x, y) = w(y, x). This definition generalizes the classical notion of graph (V, E), where E ⊆ V × V , by taking w(x, y) = 1 if (x, y) ∈ E and w(x, y) = 0 otherwise. The degree of a vertex x is defined as deg(x) = y∈V w(x, y). A bipartite graph is a tuple (V 1 , V 2 , w) where V 1 and V 2 are two disjoint sets of vertexes, and w :
Given a SAT instance, we construct two graphs, following two models. In the Variable Incidence Graph model (VIG, for short), vertexes represent variables, and edges represent the existence of a clause relating two variables. A clause x 1 ∨ . . . ∨ x n results into n 2 edges, one for every pair of variables. Notice also that there can be more than one clause relating two given variables. To preserve this information we put a higher weight on edges connecting variables related by more clauses. Moreover, to give the same relevance to all clauses, we ponder the contribution of a clause to an edge by 1/ n 2 . This way, the sum of the weights of the edges generated by a clause is always one.
Definition 1 (Variable Incidence Graph (VIG)) Given a SAT instance Γ over the set of variables X, its variable incidence graph is a graph (X, w) with set of vertexes the set of Boolean variables, and weight function:
In the Clause-Variable Incidence Graph model (CVIG, for short), vertexes represent either variables or clauses, and edges represent the occurrence of a variable in a clause. Like in the VIG model, we try to give the same relevance to all clauses, thus every edge connecting a variable x with a clause c containing it has weight 1/|c|. This way, the sum of the weights of the edges generated by a clause is also one in this model. Definition 2 (Clause-Variable Incidence Graph (CVIG)) Given a SAT instance Γ over the set of variables X, its clause-variable incidence graph is a bipartite graph (X, {c | c ∈ Γ}, w), with vertexes the set of variables and the set of clauses, and weight function:
From now on we will indistinctly use the words formula or graph, to discuss SAT formulas.
The Community Structure of Graphs
The notion of modularity was introduced by Newman and Girvan [32] . This property is defined for a graph and a specific partition of its vertexes into communities, and measures the density of internal edges, i.e., edges between nodes of the same community. Thus, in a graph with high modularity, there exists a partition of its nodes such that most of the edges connect nodes of the same community. The modularity of a graph is then the maximal modularity for all possible partitions of its vertexes. Obviously, measured this way, the maximal modularity would be obtained putting all vertexes in the same community. To avoid this problem, Newman and Girvan [32] define modularity as the fraction of edges connecting vertexes of the same community minus the expected fraction of edges in a random graph with the same number of vertexes and the same node degrees.
Definition 3 (Modularity of a Graph) Given a weighted graph G = (V, w) and a partition P = {P 1 , . . . , P n } of its vertexes V , we define their modularity as
The (optimal) modularity of a graph is the maximal modularity, for any possible partition of its vertexes: Q(G) = max{Q(G, P ) | P } Since both terms in the definition of modularity are in the range [0, 1], and, for the partition given by a single community, both have value 1, the optimal modularity of graph will be in the range [0, 1]. In practice, Q values for networks showing a strong community structure range from 0.3 to 0.7, higher values are rare [32] .
There has not been an agreement on the definition of modularity for bipartite graphs. Here we will use the notion proposed by Barber [7] that extends Newman and Girvan's definition by restricting the random graphs used in the second term of such definition to be bipartite. In this new definition, communities may contain vertexes of both sets V 1 and V 2 .
Definition 4 (Modularity of a Bipartite Graph) Given a graph G = (V 1 , V 2 , w) and a partition P = {P 1 , . . . , P n } of its vertexes V 1 ∪ V 2 , we define their modularity as
There exist a wide variety of algorithms for computing the modularity of a graph. Moreover, there exist alternative notions and definitions of modularity for analyzing the community structure of a network. See [17] for a survey in the field. The decision version of modularity maximization is NP-complete [10] . Therefore, all efficient modularity-optimization algorithms proposed in the
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literature, instead of computing the exact value of the modularity, return an approximation of Q, in fact a lower bound of Q. They include greedy methods, methods based on simulated annealing, on spectral analysis of graphs, etc. Most of them have a complexity that make them inadequate to study the structure of very large graphs, like industrial SAT instances. There are algorithms specially designed to deal with large-scale networks, like the greedy algorithms for modularity optimization [31, 12] , the label propagation-based algorithm [35] and the method based on graph folding [9] .
The first algorithm for modularity maximization was described by Newman [31] . This algorithm starts by assigning every vertex to a distinct community. Then, it proceeds by joining the pair of communities that results in a bigger increase of the modularity value. The algorithm finishes when no community joining results in an increase of the modularity. In other words, it is a greedy gradient-guided optimization algorithm. The algorithm may also return a dendrogram of the successive partitions found. Obviously, the obtained partition may be a local maximum. Clauset et al. [12] optimize the data structures used in this basic algorithm, using among others, data structures for sparse matrices. The complexity of this refined algorithm is O(m d log n), where d is the depth of the dendrogram (i.e. the number of joining steps), m the number of edges and n the number of vertexes. They argue that d may be approximated by log n, assuming that the Algorithm 2: Folding function for bipartite graphs
dendrogram is a balanced tree, and the sizes of the communities are similar. However, this is not true for the graphs we have analyzed, where the sizes of the communities are not homogeneous. This algorithm has not been able to finish, for any of our SAT instances, with a run-time limit of one hour.
An alternative algorithm is the Label Propagation Algorithm (LPA) proposed by Raghavan et al. [35] . Initially, all vertexes are assigned to a distinct label, e.g., its identifier. Then, the algorithm proceeds by re-assigning to every vertex the label that is more frequent among its neighbors. The procedure ends when every vertex is assigned a label that is maximal among its neighbors. In case of a tie between most frequent labels, the winning label is chosen randomly. The algorithm returns the partition defined by the vertexes sharing the same label. The label propagation algorithm has a near linear complexity. However, it has been shown experimentally that the partitions it computes have a worse modularity than the partitions computed by the Newman's greedy algorithm.
The Louvain Method (LM) 2 proposed by Blondel et al. [9] (see Alg. 1) improves the Label Propagation Algorithm in two directions. The idea of moving one node from one community to another following a greedy strategy is the same, but, instead of selecting the community where the node has more neighbors, it selects the community where the movement would most increase the modularity. Second, once no movement of node from community to community can increase the modularity (we have reached a local modularity maximum), we allow to merge communities. For this purpose we construct a new graph where nodes are the communities of the old graph, and where edges are weighted with the sum of the weights of the edges connecting both communities. Then, we apply again the greedy algorithm to the new graph. This folding process is repeated till no modularity increase is possible. In our experiment, we use this method since it gives better bounds in both models VIG and CVIG than other algorithms, like LPA [3] .
The Community Structure of Industrial SAT Instances
In this section, we present the analysis of the community structure of SAT instances. To this purpose, we represent SAT instances as graphs using the VIG and CVIG model, and we analyze the community structure of these graphs using the Louvain Method. Notice that LM is not able to compute the community structure of bipartite graphs according to Definition 4, since it collapses all nodes of the same community into a single node in the folding step, i.e., destroying the bipartite structure of the graph. Therefore, in order to compute the community structure of the CVIG model, we have adapted this algorithm for bipartite graphs, re-implementing the folding step to preserve the bipartite structure of the graph. In particular, we replace the folding function by the function described in Algorithm 2.
We have used the set of industrial formulas of the SAT All instances are industrial, in the sense that they come from a real-world problem. During the paper, we compare them to random 3-CNF formulas. We remark that the conclusions obtained from our experiments are general, in the sense that same conclusions can be observed if experiments are performed on a different set. In fact, the same conclusions are obtained by Ansótegui et al. [3] , where experiments are performed on the set of the SAT Race 2010, and by Ansótegui et al. [5] where it is computed the community structure of the industrial benchmarks of the SAT Competitions of 2011 and 2014. The software we use in the experimentation is publicly available in http://www.iiia.csic.es/~jgiraldez/software.
In our experiments, we report the modularity Q of the partition returned by the Louvain Method, as well as the number of communities |P | and the percentage larg of nodes belonging to the largest community. Values of modularity higher than 0.4 are marked in bold. Finally, we also report the number of iterations iter spent by the LM algorithm, being each iteration an execution of the main loop of the function OneLevel. Notice that each iterations visits all nodes of the graph. Therefore, this number gives an intuition about the runtime of the LM on SAT instances.
First, we conduct a study of the modularity of 100 random 3-CNF SAT instances varying their clause/variable ratio m/n, for a fixed number of variables n = Table 3 : Modularity before and after prepossessing, Q orig and Q prep respectively, for both VIG and CVIG of the industrial families of the SAT Competition 2013. We also include the analysis of the connected components (CC). |P | stands for number of communities (or connected components), larg for fraction of vertexes in the largest community (component), and iter for number of iterations of the algorithm LM.
LM algorithm on the VIG model only. Table 1 shows the results. As we can see, the modularity of random instances is only significant for very low clause/variable ratios, i.e., on the leftist SAT easy side. This is due to the presence of a large quantity of very small unconnected components. Even though, for these low values of m/n, the modularity is not as high as for industrial instances, as we will see later, confirming their distinct nature. Notice that as the clause/variable ratio m/n increases, the variables get more connected but without following any particular structure, and the number of communities highly decreases. This explains the low value of the modularity for this family of benchmarks. Also, we do not observe any abrupt change in the phase transition point. As a second experiment with random SAT instances, we want to investigate the modularity at the peak transition region m/n = 4.25, for an increasing number of variables n. Table 2 shows the results. As we can see, the modularity is very low and it tends to slightly decrease as the number of variables increases, and seems to tend to a particular value (0.15 for the phase transition point).
We recall that these results on random instances are expected since these benchmarks do not have any structure at all. However, the value of the modularity can be useful to measure how clear is the community structure in industrial SAT instances. To this purpose, we compute the modularity of the industrial SAT instances of the SAT Competition 2013 4 , using the LM algorithm on both VIG and CVIG models. Recall that this set contains a total of 300 application benchmarks, divided into 19 industrial families.
First, we observe that all instances of the same family have a similar community structure (modularity, number of communities, etc..). For instance, the maximal dispersion of the modularity Q is found in the family hardawre-velev for the VIG model, with an standard deviation SD[Q] = 0.0081. Therefore, we report results on average for each family.
In Table 3 , we report results of the community structure of industrial SAT instances, grouped by families. For each family of industrial instances, we present the results of the modularity Q orig of the original formulas, and the modularity Q prep of these formulas after prepossessing with Satelite [14] with default options. The results about the number of communities (|P |), the percentage of vertexes belonging to the largest community (larg), and number of iterations of the algorithm (iter) correspond to the results with the preprocessed instances. Finally, we also study the connected components, as suggested by Biere and Sinz [8] .
We have to remark that the LM algorithm returns a lower bound on the modularity. Having this in mind, we can conclude that, except for the crypto-vmpc family, all families show a very clear community structure with values of Q around 0.8. In other kind of networks, values greater than 0.7 are rare, therefore the values obtained for industrial SAT instances can be considered as exceptionally high.
If we compare the modularity for the VIG model with the same values for the CVIG model, we can conclude that, in general, these values are higher for the VIG model. This is an effect of the LM algorithm when it is applied to bipartite graphs. After the first folding, LM is not (almost) able to do any change in the bipartite structure of the resulting graph, and it finishes. Hence, the number of foldings is smaller. Therefore, for the CVIG the number of iterations iter is smaller, the number of communities |P | is bigger, and the biggest community is smaller compared to the results obtained for the VIG model.
We also compare the values of the modularity before and after prepossessing the instances, Q orig and Q prep respectively. We see that in most cases, Q prep is slightly smaller than Q orig , and in some crypto families, it is even bigger. However, both values are very close. Therefore, we can conclude that the default prepossessing techniques applied by Satelite almost do not affect the community structure of the formula.
If all communities have a similar size, then larg ≈ 1/|P |. In many cases in Table 3 , we have |P | ≫ 1/larg. This means that the community structure has a big variability in the sizes of the communities obtained.
Respect to the number of iterations, with the LM algorithm, in every iteration we have to visit all neighbors of every node. Therefore, the cost of an iteration is linear in the number of edges of the graph. Moreover, after folding the graph, we can do further iterations, and even several graph foldings.
Finally, we have also studied the connected components of these instances after prepossessing. As we can see in Table 3 , almost all instances have a single connected component, i.e., almost all variables are included in the same connected component. Hence the rest of connected components contain just an insignificant subset of the variables. Therefore, the modularity gives us much more information about the structure of the formula than connected components. Notice that a connected component can be structured into several communities. We also found a large number of very small connected components in some industrial formulas before preprocessing (these results are not shown in Table 3 ). However, these components are easily removed by the preprocessor.
The Community Structure during SAT Solver Search
We want to investigate how CDCL techniques affect the community structure of the formula. The natural question is: even if the original formula shows a clear community structure, could it be the case that this structure is quickly destroyed during the search process? In other words, the learning mechanism increases the original formula with new learnt clauses. How do these new clauses affect the community structure of the formula? Finally, even if the value of the modularity n m/n Q orig Q learnt 300 Table 4 : Modularity Q of random 3-CNF formulas with 300 variables varying the clause/variable ratio m/n, for original formulas (Q orig ), and formulas after adding all learnt clauses kept by the solver when it finishes the search (Q learnt ).
is not altered, can it be the case that the original partition of the formula is changed? In this section, we investigate these phenomena. First, we start our analysis with random formulas. In Table 4 , we compare the modularity of the original formula Q orig to the modularity of this formulas augmented with all learnt clauses that the solver is keeping when it finishes the search Q learnt . The solver used to produce these learnt clauses is MiniSAT [15] . It is interesting to observe that closer to the peak transition region m/n = 4.25, lower the modularity is with respect to the addition of learnt clauses. A possible explanation is that at the peak region we find the hardest instances, and harder an instance is, more clauses connecting distinct communities have to be learnt, thus lower the modularity is. Even though, the modularity in all cases is very low, and the presence of learnt clauses does not contribute to increase the modularity of the original formula (as expected for random instances).
Then, we analyze the evolution of the community structure for the case of industrial SAT instances. As solving all industrial benchmarks is a too costly task (notice that some formulas are not even solved in the competitions by any solver), we generate some set of learnt clauses running the solver for a fixed number of conflicts and augmenting the original instances with the learnt clauses the solver is keeping at that moment. In this experiment, we use MiniSAT, and we stop the solver after 10 3 , 10 4 and 10 5 conflicts 5 . In Table 5 , we show the values of the modularities Q orig and Q prep of the original and preprocessed formulas, and the modularities Q X of the formulas after X = 10 3 , 10 4 , 10 5 conflicts, for both the VIG and the CVIG models. We remark that these modularities are obtained with the LM algorithm on the augmented instances (i.e., original instances and learnt clauses).
We can observe that the modularity weakly decreases as we add learnt clauses, but it is still meaningful. Therefore, learning does not completely destroy the organization of the formula into (weakly) connected communities. This means that LM is able to find a partition of the (new) formula such that most of the edges connect variables of the same community.
The question now is, even if the modularity does not decreases very much, could it be the case that the communities have changed? In other words, can it be the case that there is still a clear community structure but the partition of the formula into communities has totally changed?
If a considerable part of learning is performed locally inside each community, then the communities will not change. In VIG model, the set of vertexes is always the same (even with the addition of learnt clauses). Notice that in this model, vertexes represent only variables, so no learnt clause creates new nodes. However, these learnt clauses do create new edges between the existent nodes. Therefore, we can use modularity as a quality measure to see how internal a learnt clause Table 5 : Modularity Q X of the formulas after X conflicts for VIG and CVIG models.
is. Notice that modularity is a function of two parameters: a graph, and a partition of it. For a given partition of a graph, a new edge will increase the modularity iff it connects two nodes of the same community, otherwise modularity will decrease. Thus, using the partition of the original formulas, we can see if learning acts internally (i.e., connecting variables of the same community), or if it tends to connect variables of different communities. We have conducted another experiment to see how learning changes such partition. We use the same formulas than before (original formulas augmented with learnt clauses kept by the solver after 10 3 , 10 4 and 10 5 conflicts), and the partition of the VIG obtained from the original formulas, to compute the modularity Q part . Notice that in the case we do not run the LM to compute a (possibly) new partition, but we give explicitly that partition. Moreover, we can only use the VIG since the set of nodes is the same in both formulas original and after learning (recall that using the CVIG, each new (learnt) clause adds a new clause-node to the graph). In Table 6 , we show the result of the modularity Q part . The analysis of this experiment shows us that there is a drop-off in the modularity as we incorporate more learnt clauses. In other words, the partition of the formula is changing. This means that, if we use explicitly the community structure to improve the efficiency of a SAT solver, to overcome this problem, we would have to recompute the partition (after some number of conflicts) to adjust it to the modified formula.
Let us represent this effect using the graph of communities 6 . This graph is built as follows. All nodes of the VIG (variables) that belong to the same community are merged into a single node in the graph of communities, and weighted edges are updated accordingly. The weight of the edge connecting communities A and B is the addition of the weights of the edges connecting one node from A and one node from B.
In Figure 1 (left ), we represent the graph of communities of the industrial formula ibm-2002-22r-k60. This instance has a modularity Q = 0.91 and 35 communities. Glucose [6] of the formulas after X conflicts (for VIG), and using the partition of the original formula.
ing a total of 504964 learnt clauses. We can recompute the graph of communities after adding some of these learnt clauses to the original instance. In Figure 1 (center and right ) , we represent the graph of communities after adding small learnt clauses (up to 10 literals), and medium-sized learnt clauses (up to 50 literals), respectively. 7 The modularity of these augmented instances is respectively 0.87 and 0.82, and the number of communities 29 and 24. In these graphs of communities, the node size is scaled according to the number of variables that belong to each community. Also, edges are scaled by their weights. Notice that edges weights are computed using the weights of the VIG (i.e., taking into account the length of the clauses). The community structure is clear in all of these three graphs. However, as we consider more learnt clauses, we can observe two phenomena. First, the number of communities (number of nodes in the graph of communities) decreases. This means that variables that originally belonged to distinct communities are now grouped into the same community. Second, the weight of the inter-communities edges increases. Therefore, from the two previous effects, we observe that the solver prefers to learn clauses containing variables of distinct (original) communities. For these reasons, in general, clause learning contributes to decrease the modularity.
Finally, we want to determine how much each learnt clause contributes to destroy the original organization of the formula. To this purpose, we can measure the increase of the modularity ∆Q that each learnt clause produces. Notice that ∆Q is positive when most of the new edges generated by such clause connect nodes (variables) of the same community. Otherwise, ∆Q is negative.
After an extensive experimentation on a subset of UNSAT industrial instances, we see that, in general, each learnt clause produces a decrease of the modularity (i.e., ∆Q < 0), but this decrease is very small (i.e., ∆Q ≈ 0). 7 As each clause of length l generates l 2 edges, it is hard to compute these graphs using long clauses. Figure 2 : Impact of adding learnt clauses on modularity, in instances E05X15 (left) and isqrt1 32 (right). Each point (x, y), with y measured in the left Y axis, represents a clause learnt at instant x and increasing Q on y. We also represent the evolution of the modularity Q (using the right Y axis).
In Figure 2 , we represent this analysis for the industrial instances E05X15 and isqrt1 32. Each point (x, y), with y measured in the left Y axis, represents a clause learnt at instant x and increasing Q on y. We also represent (using the right Y axis) the current value of the modularity Q using the original partition of variables, along the execution. We can see that the contribution to increase or decrease the modularity is very small (i.e., ∆Q ≈ 0). Also, even when some learnt clauses contribute to increase the value of Q, most of them do not (i.e., ∆Q < 0), and thus Q tends to decrease. Due to space limitations, we only represent this analysis in two benchmarks. However, we observed similar results in most industrial SAT instances studied. Therefore, we can conclude that, in general, learnt clauses contribute to destroy the (original) community structure of the formula. It is not due to some particular clauses but rather a general phenomenon of the learning mechanism.
Conclusions
Inspired by complex networks, we have studied one decisive feature of the underlying structure of industrial SAT formulas, representing them as graphs. The classical Erdös-Rényi model for generating random graphs cannot be used for studying real-world networks, since they exhibit some particular structural properties. In the case of SAT instances, we have shown that this model is appropriate to study random formulas. However, we have given empirical evidence that this model is not valid for modeling industrial instances. These instances are characterized by a particular structure, which may explain their distinct nature w.r.t. random formulas. In particular, we have analyzed the community structure, or the modularity, of these benchmarks. Moreover, we study how this structure evolves during the execution of a CDCL SAT solver.
We have seen that most industrial instances exhibit a clear community structure (whereas random formulas do not). This means that we can find a partition of the formula into communities in which variables are highly interconnected. In general, industrial formulas have a exceptionally high modularity, greater than 0.8 in many cases. Notice that in other kind of networks, values greater than 0.7 are rare.
Also, we have analyzed the effect of learning new clauses on this structure. Interestingly, most of the learnt clauses tend to connect variables of different communities. As a consequence, learning new clauses destroys the original structure of the formula. However, this occurs very slowly, since each learnt clause contributes very little to the decrease of modularity. This behaviour is observed in all benchmarks analyzed. Therefore, it seems that the solver performs the search destroying the original community organization of the formula.
We think that the present study provides a step towards a theoretical explanation of why some SAT solvers perform better on industrial instances, and others on random SAT instances. Moreover, the better understanding of this structure in real-world instances has led to the improvement of existing SAT solvers [29, 30, 40, 5] .
This analysis also serves as basis for new random SAT generation models that produce more realistic pseudo-industrial random instances. This problem is distinguished as one of the 10 challenge problems in SAT [37, 36, 26, 27] . Understanding the structure of industrial instances is a first step towards the development of random instance generators, reproducing the features of industrial instances. These generators can be used to support the testing of industrial SAT solvers under development.
